Article Databases and Indexes - The University of the Arts Libraries The main database International Index to Film Periodicals contains more than 300,000. Thesaurus can be used to find links between different subject headings. 

General subject headings - FIAF Films - Jane and the Austenites - Subject Guides at University of Iowa Databases & Indexes - FILM 506: Methods in Film and Media. Graphic elements Cartoons, Maps, Printed Music etc. The metadata includes Journal Subject indexing using Library of Congress Subject Headings. Articles & Books - Film - Research Guides at Brock University FIAF International FilmArchive database is an international compendium of information on. headings biographical names, film titles and general subjects. International Index to Film Periodicals, International Index to Television Periodicals. Film Research - LibGuides at U of N Film Carolina Chapel Hill 12 Aug 2015. FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals. Restricted More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. The FLI International Index to Film Periodicals UCI Libraries 26 Aug 2015. FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals Plus Publisher More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. The FLI A hierarchically ordered controlled thesaurus, containing more than 20,000 subject terms. 3 Parts. Used in the database 'International Index to Film Periodicals' FIAF International Index Film Periodicals Plus - Jisc Collections 13 Jul 2015. FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals. Restricted More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. The FLI Browse Databases - Syracuse University Libraries The FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals brings together contributions from experts. headings biographical names, film titles and general subjects. Finding Articles - Spanish and Latin American film. - Subject Guides Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals. More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. International Index to Film Periodicals ERIC - International Index to Film Periodicals 1972,. 1973 Visual Arts - Database Finder RIT Libraries The database contains: International index to film periodicals, 1972- International. More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. Subject Headings Film & TV. The online version of the print thesaurus used for the International Index to Film Periodicals and the International Index to International Index to Film Periodicals - FIAF Cinema articles can be found in a wide variety of interdisciplinary periodical. More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. Film the International Index to Film Periodicals, the International Index to Television Home - Cinema Studies - Subject Guides at University of Iowa 19 Aug 2015. From here you can find journals listed under your subject heading that search using FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals Plus. Indexes ？Falmouth Electronic Resources Library American Film Institute. Description An AFI Catalog is Art Full Text & Art Index Retrospective H.W. Wilson FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals Full Text. Periodical Indexes & Databases - Film: A Guide to Resources. International Index to Film Periodicals · Printed Volumes · Electronic Access · Journal list · Subject Headings. Click here to download the Subject Headings New Digital Resources: FIAF International Film. - UCR Libraries 25 Sep 2015. Film Studies Article Databases Film and Television Literature Index with Full Text FLI Search by keyword, production title and more or browse by some 2000 subject headings. FIAF: International Index to Film Periodicals. URL: guides.lib.berkeley.edu/subject-guide/108-Film-Studies Print Page. International Index to Film Periodicals The New York Public Library 13 Jul 2015. More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. Combined access to International Index to Film Periodicals, A Reference Guide for English Studies - Google Books Result ?Then pay attention to subject headings you find in the full records that appear. If the full text is not International Index to Film Periodicals 1972 to present. 17 Sep 2015. International Index to Film Periodicals * International Index to More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. Film Indexes Online - Information Resources Film: QUIET AMERICAN, THE US, Joseph L. Mankiewicz, 1957. Subject: in selecting subject headings when indexing and retrieving periodical articles. Databases find articles - Research Guides - University of Michigan Full bibliographic descriptions and comprehensive subject headings are provided. International Film Archive database, this cumulative index contains almost How to Research Film Articles through the UTK. - Cinema Studies 23 Oct 2015. The main database, the International Index to Film Periodicals contains over 300,000 The subject heading for film is MOTION PICTURES. Articles and Film Review Sources - Film Studies - Library Guides at. FIAF: International Index to Film Periodicals Plus. FIAF Index to Film More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. The FLI Online Finding Articles - Film & Media Studies - Research Guides at. The FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals, produced in collaboration with the. headings biographical names, film titles and general subjects. Find Articles by Subject Area - LibGuides at Brown University The index is the result of the collaborative efforts of film archivists working in 24. A directory of all periodicals indexed and a list of subject headings are also Databases - FIAF Index to Film Periodicals Film & Media Studies Subject Guide for the College of William and Mary. More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. International Index to Film/TV Periodicals La Federation Internationale des Archives du FIAF International FilmArchive Database Rutgers University Libraries Film Criticism - Film & Television Studies Subject Guide - UVM. The FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals indexes 300 academic and popular. More than 2,000 subject headings provide detailed analysis of the articles. International Index to Film Periodicals Subject Headings BARTOC. Article Databases and Indexes. Art Full Text, Art Index, Art Index Retrospective, and 63,000 images Film & Television Literature Index with documents ERIC Thesaurus lists subject headings that the database
uses as descriptors. FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals Plus Recommended Resources by Subject Research Databases - Film Studies - Research Guides at Case. FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals Plus UVM affiliates only. Article and Has more international emphasis than Film Literature Index. Many citations